Editorial policy attempts to:
- promote material which will assist the study and teaching of geography
- encourage teachers to share their ideas on teaching geography
- provide a means by which teachers can publish articles
- inform readers of developments in geographical education

Articles are sought reflecting research and innovations in teaching practices in schools. From time to time issues of the Bulletin address specific themes.

Refereeing
All suitable manuscripts submitted to the Geography Bulletin are subject to the process of review. The authors and contributors alone are responsible for the opinions expressed in their articles and while reasonable checks are made to ensure the accuracy of all statements, neither the editor nor the Geography Teachers’ Association of New South Wales Inc accepts responsibility for statements or opinions expressed herein.

Books for review should be sent to:
Mr John Lewis, Review Editor,
The GTA NSW Office
PO Box 577
Leichhardt NSW 2040

Deadlines for articles and advertising
Issue 1 – 1 December
Issue 2 – 1 March
Issue 3 – 1 May
Issue 4 – 1 August

Notice to Advertisers
‘Geography Bulletin’ welcomes advertisements concerning publications, resources, workshops, etc. relevant to geography education.

FULL PAGE (26 x 18cm) – $368.50
Special issues $649.00
HALF PAGE (18 x 13cm or 26 x 8.5cm) – $214.50
Special issues $382.80
QUARTER PAGE (13 x 8.5cm or 18 x 6.5cm) – $132.00
Special issues $242.00
INSERTS (A4 supplied) – $374.00
All prices include GST

Advertising bookings should be directed to:
GTA NSW Office
Telephone: (02) 9716 0378
Fax: (02) 9564 2342
Email: gta.admin@ptc.nsw.edu.au
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Italics should be indicated by underlining.

Spelling should follow the Macquarie Dictionary, and Australian place names should follow the Geographical Place Names Board for the appropriate state.